DFIN CASE STUDY

How We Helped The
National Governing
Body for Snowsports in
the UK Expedite the
DSAR Process

Data Protect
Solutions

SNOWSPORT

CORPORATE SNAPSHOT

Creating international opportunities
for British snowsport athletes

Serves as the National
Governing Body for
snowsports in the UK

Selects, manages, and
leads British teams to
international events

Provides opportunities
for athletes to achieve
their full potential

CHALLENGE

Quickly identify
and mass redact
personal data
GB Snowsport’s tightly resourced team was concerned with
managing and expediting DSAR requests from a time and
resources standpoint. Additionally, GDPR rules and potential ﬁnes
were a concern. They were seeking a solution that
semi-automated the process of ﬁnding and redacting PII within
the 30-day deadline.

SOLUTION

Data Protect Solutions by
DFIN Saves Time and
Money During Compliance

PII Gr

Appraisal form
Use this model form to record the issues discussed at an employee’s
performance appraisal meeting.
Employee’s Name:

Fred Jones

Job Title:

CFO

Department:

Finance

Start Date:
Date:

15 April 2015

Manager:

Jane Smith

Date of Meeting:

7 January 2020

Fred Jones

CFO

Current Performance

15 April 20

Objective/competence 1:
This section should be used to record discussion on the key areas of the job, and include
a summary of achievement against the objectives that have been previously agreed.

Manager
Fred had met all key objectives since his last review, but he must ensure that the cost reduction
initiative is completed by October 2020.

Once deployed, DSAR by DFIN enabled GB Snowsport to complete
the DSAR process in a fraction of the time and with minimal need
for oversight.

Upload File
IMPROVES EFFICIENCY
93% faster than current methods

Text Redactor

Protect File

Fact or Opinion.ppt
Fred Jones Appraisal 2020.pdf
Fred Jones CV.docx

LOWERS SPENDING
$190K/£140K average savings in the ﬁrst year

OPTIMIZES COMPLIANCE
Secure information on an enterprise scale

Fred Jones CV.pdf
Freelance Contract.eml
Sales Agency Agreement.xlsx

Upload

Fred had met all key ob
his last review, but he m
that the cost reduction
completed by October

The DSAR took us a fraction of the
time and cost to achieve, and we
essentially managed to have one
person run the entire process with
very little oversight. We would highly
recommend the use of DSAR by
DFIN to any organization which needs
to identify and redact large amounts
of data.

ZAK WILLIS

Project Manager Data Governance and Compliance

Conduct hundreds of hours
of human work in seconds.

STREAMLINES DSAR WORKFLOW
Finds and redacts PI within mandated deadlines

DSAR by DFIN is the only product on the market that fully meets the

DISCOVERS MORE DATA

DSAR data processing challenge. It semi-automates the ﬁnding and

Finds unknown, forgotten, hidden, and relevant information

redacting of personal information (PI) within the 30-day deadline.
SECURES PERSONAL DATA
Protects data against compromise during sharing

ELIMINATES FILE CONVERSIONS
Protects native ﬁles without conversion to PDF formats

AUTOMATES DATA REDACTION
Removes relevant information with minimal intervention
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DFINsolutions.com
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